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Study on the referential and assertive shifting of nouns from the perspective  

of conceptual fluency theory 
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Abstract: This paper, based on the conceptual fluency theory, examines the referential and assertive shifting of nouns. 

Because of conceptual metaphor operation, the referential function of English nouns is shifting to assertive function under 

the influence of Chinese and English cultural difference and Chinese language conceptual system in the conceptual 

process, such as conception construction and conception reorganization, etc. i.e, the noun is from referring to a specific 

thing to asserting abstract conception, a specific event, or an imaginal and vivid situation. 
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一、问题的提出 
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祝聃射王中肩，王亦能军

 晋之

余师不能军，宵济，亦终夜有声  

冬十月，吴军

楚师于豫章，败之 ·  

[7]

[8] Lakoff and 

Johnson[9]

 

二、理论基础 

（一）概念流利的概念隐喻基础 

conceptual fluency Marcel 

Danesi [10]

[10-13] Danesi

conceptual calquing

0-point 1-

point

0-point

1-point [14]

[15] Kövecses

[16]  

Lakoff and Johnson [9]

Structural Metaphors

LIFE IS A JOURNEY

Orientational Metaphors

HAPPY IS 

UP Ontological 

Metaphors

THE MIND IS A 

MACHINE [17]

 

 

 [14,18]  

（二）概念隐喻与名词的指称陈述功能转换 

image

[7]

map
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[19] Talmy

[20] Kövecses

[21]

[7,22] Talmy

actionalizing

[20]

[20]  

1 a. Hail stones came in through the 

window. 

b. It hailed in through the window. 

2 a. Ice is forming over the windshield. 

b.It is icing up over the windshield. 

3 a.She ejected spit into the cuspidor. 

b. She spat into the cuspidor. 

1a hail 1b

2a ice

2b icing 

3a spit 3b spit

 

三、隐喻能力与名词指称陈述转换 

 Lakoff and Johnson

[9]

 

（一）隐喻概念化作用下名词指称陈述意义

特征 

Tamly

[20]

[23]  

4 a.The ceremony was attended by heads of 

government from eleven countries. 

b.He heads a group representing the families of 

the British victims. 

Head

4a

head

4b  head

4a 4b head

head

Talmy

[20]

 

5 a. He’s always lived in the shadow of his 

brother. 

b. Guards shadowed the escaped prisoners for 

several miles before capturing them. 

Shadow 
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5a

5b

 

6 a.You may read my story and say I was an 

emotional cripple. 

b. The horrific costs can leave couples financially 

devasted and emotionally crippled. 

7 a. The couple are locked in a bitter legal 

battle over custody of their children. 

b. Many species of birds are battling extinction. 

Langacker

THING

PROCESS OR RELATION [24 25]

 

（二）物相化作用下名词指称陈述意义特征 

[26]

[7,19]

 

8 In the bad old days women used to be 

chained to unhappy marriages for financial or social 

reasons. 

9 The path snakes through the trees and up 

the hill. 

10 Susan showered kissed on the baby. 

11 The horses thundered across the valley 

floor. 

12 Both parties seem implacably opposed to 

bridging their differences. 

8 chain

9 Snake

10 shower

11

thunder

12 bridge

 

 

四、概念重组与名词指称陈述转换 

conceptual reorganization

SLA
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 [27,28]

Danesi

[18] Danesi

isomorphisms partial 

overlapping differentiation [13]

[13 18 29-33]  

（一）概念重合时的名词指称陈述转换 

isomorphisms

 

13 We need to bring in some new blood to 

brighten up our image. 

14 They wouldn’t have the backbone to 

disagree with him. 

13 new blood 

14 backbone 

 

15 a. Peace marked a new dawn in the 

country’s history. 

b. The realization dawned that few of them 

would survive. 

16 a. This is the new face of banking in 

American. 

b. We have to face the reality that, so far, the 

treaty has had little effect. 

dawn

15 a-b

 

15 16

 

（二）部分概念重合时的名词指称陈述转换 

 

 

17 a. It’s the only possible cure for our 

chronic trade deficit. 

b. Better quality control might cure our 

production problems. 

17a

17b

cure a-b
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18 a. Enrico was too good, an old fox, 

cunning. He was giving nothing away. 

b. This is the sort of proposal that foxes the 

opposition. 

Fox

PEOPLE IS ANIMAL

18a

18a 18b

 

 

 

19 She had the guts to decide what she 

wanted and go for it. 

19 guts

gallbladder

tiger

Lion

 

20 a.The treaty should strengthen ties 

between the two countries. 

b.Many young mothers feel tied to the home and 

children. 

21 a.A belief in freedom is often seen as the 

cement of our nation. 

b.The aim of president’s visit was to cement 

relations between the two countries. 

20 tie

bridge

tie Bridge

21 cement 

bridge

1

2

3

 

 

22 You are a chicken, that’s why you won’t 

climb the tree. 

chicken

chicken

Lakoff and Johnson

[9]

Pavlenko

[34]

 

23 a.Airlines began to impose a $50 cap on 
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commissions for domestic flights. 

b.The interest rate has been capped at 11.5 

percent. 

24 a.The photos caused a storm when they 

were first published in Italy. 

b.He stormed off to the bathroom and slammed 

the door behind him. 

c.She stormed, ‘Don’t you know who I am?’ 

23 cap

23a

23b

24 storm

24a

24b

24c

 

（三）概念重构时的名词指称陈述转换 

differentiation

 

25 a.A cloud of suspicion is hanging over 

him. 

b. Her political future was clouded by allegations 

of misconduct. 

c.Make sure that personal motivation is not 

clouding your judgment. 

26 a.We had a good bitch about Steve while 

he was out. 

b.He was quite talkative about his wife, mostly 

he bitched her. 

25 cloud  25a

25b

25c

26 bitch

26a

26b

 

 

结语 
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